ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW BEFORE

booking your photosession

WHAT HAPPENS BEFORE THE PHOTO SHOOT

step by step
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BOOKING
When we have decided on a date I will send you a agreement to sign
digitally via ShootProof. When the agreement is signed, the date is
booked.
TAILORED TO YOU
After the agreement has been signed I will send you a form to answer.
Based on your preferences, I create a pdf with suggestions for
locations and dresses that I think will suit you.
TIME OF DAY
When you have chosen a location I will suggest a time of day that suits
your preferences and the location. The sun disappears at different
times if you are in an open meadow or if you are in a dense forest.
ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW
When you have made all your choices, you will receive a pdf that
summarizes all the choices you have made, as well as additional
information that may be good to know before your photo shoot.

COMMON QUESTIONS

good to know
PREPARATIONS
You fix your hair and make-up yourself as you like best. Depending on
which dresses you have chosen and how warm it is, you may need to have
a skin-colored bra without shoulder straps, warm tights, etc. If there are
any special clothes you need to think about taking with you, I will write it in
your information pdf.
DRESSES AND CHANGING
Depending on which package you have chosen,
you can borrow 2, 3 or 4 dresses. You will use my
portable dressing room to change, which gives
you privacy even in the middle of the city.
I have no testing of dresses before the shoot,
you make your dress choices based on photos.
BILLING
On the same day as our photo shoot, I will send the invoice to your email
via Bokio, with payment terms of 2 weeks. If you want to buy more pictures
in addition to those included in your package, I will send a supplementary
invoice after you have selected pictures.
ONLINE GALLERY
After our photo shoot, I select your best photos and edit them. Within two
weeks of your photo shoot, you will receive a link to an online gallery with
fully edited photos. In the online gallery, you then make your choices.
REBOOKING
I only photograph outdoors, so it looks like it will rain, we rebook the date
free of charge. We also rebook without cost if someone becomes ill.

